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Probe set in city workers' drug cases  
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Top city officials said yesterday that a thorough investigation would take place after this week's arrests of 
two La Mesa public-works employees on suspicion of drug sales.  
David Castillo, 43, a park maintenance worker, and David Schoolcraft, 49, a public-works maintenance 
supervisor, were arrested Wednesday after police said they observed an apparent drug deal between 
Castillo and another man at a city park.  
Mayor Art Madrid said he was surprised that such a crime had occurred at a city recreation area, in this 
case MacArthur Park, and that it allegedly involved city workers. But he was confident that the 
investigation would be comprehensive.  
"Nothing will be swept under the rug," Madrid said.  
City Manager Sandra Kerl said a third party was conducting the investigation after Wednesday's arrests, 
but declined to elaborate further on who that party is or provide more details.  
Police on Wednesday arrested Castillo, a 25-year employee, and Schoolcraft, a 26-year employee, after 
investigating a tip from a resident that a public-works employee was conducting drug-related activity at 
work.  
Police said they observed an apparent drug transaction between Castillo and another man at MacArthur 
Park, a popular spot for recreation in the heart of the city. Castillo was arrested on suspicion of 
possession of marijuana and methamphetamine for sale.  
Schoolcraft was arrested after police found methamphetamine in a search of his home. Both employees 
have been placed on administrative leave pending an investigation.  
Councilman Ernest Ewin said he was disappointed but that he believed Kerl would handle the matter 
appropriately.  
"I have always thought of our staff as family (and) with the highest regards," Ewin said. "We will see how 
the investigative process unfolds and await the results at the conclusion."  
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